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Top 10 funny videos 2019

By Palmer HaaschJulkaise 9/4/2019 at 4:47 PM@LongBoyeFurb/@joshpls/@koobydoobydoobydoo/TikTokTikTok, a short-form video app obsessed with local teens, can seem like a mystery to outsiders and/or those over 24. With a bit of island culture constantly combining popular sounds and visual
gags with new monsters, there's plenty to keep up with just to feel like you're really in on the joke. Fortunately, TikTok isn't really that hard to get away with thanks to the power of recommendation algorithms; The app's endless For You page seems like superior content well-being at first, but all you have to
do is scroll and like videos that make you laugh, smile, or feel what emotions you want to play over and over again. In the end, TikTok gets a pretty good grip on the videos, all of which are almost guaranteed, but by that point you'll probably already spend countless hours on the app. However, if you're not
convinced, we've compiled a list of 15 TikTok videos to try and get you hooked on the humor of the app's lunatics. This is by no means a comprehensive or superlative list - think of it more as a primer for the kind of hilarious content that TikTok has to offer. A screaming cat Like literally every other social
media platform, TikTok is a box of cat-related posts, including challenges based on placing cut slices of bread on cats' heads, and a remarkable viral video that is just a cat flying through the air for Mr. Sandman. However, this video is a cat that screams out its lungs and throws a scene when it can't get
into its lap in a chocolate bar. After that, I don't think I need to explain why cat videos are popular. It is a generally accepted truth about the Internet. Toilet paper. This is good. While TikTok is basically Gen Z's online playground, the platform hasn't completely ignored the past. This TikTok, with a roll of
toilet paper rolling purposefully from the grocery store to the bathroom, mocks the infamous Chef Boyardee advert, in which a teaspoon follows the chef's obsessive little girl home to be his dinner. While the Chef Boyardee reference goes over your head, the video alone serves as a devastating story
about a roll of toilet paper entering the bathroom empty, rolling too far into the sounds of accordion and gently crowning a French man. Furb in the pool, furb spalong furbies are kind of all the rage right now. Mixing nostalgia with a pretty serious WTF factor, they're both joy and horror to watch.
@LongBoyeFurb take advantage of the fact that it's almost impossible to rip your eyes off a good Long Furb, and this video is one of the most popular on the account. The sound (from @theplushieshow_) perfectly complements the visual atmosphere with a haring performance of high school musical 2
classic Fabulous. OuiiIIITT this post plays to two previous trends in TikTok: own eating and fitting a musty to Oui. Originally published as The trend was tied to Evanescence's Kidz Bop cover bring me to life, while Ellie Goulding's musty gag is typically set to the tune of Ellie Goulding's Burn, so it's helpful to
get information about TikTok to understand what's going on here. In the wider picture, however, it is just funny for the same reasons as its predecessors. Look, a nugget of fingers! Look, a French moustach joke! Hey, hey, barbecue sauce... TikTok is often compared to its apparent short-form video
predecessors, Stene. While nostalgic Millennials still hold onto Vine's memory, TikTok is largely settled by Czech teenagers who likely consumed Vine after its death at the end of 2016. As a result, random Vine references appear on TikTok, which requires a kind of intergenerational, metatextical
information to really understand what's going on - I bet you never thought you'd read that phrase on the social media app. This video uses an audio byte removed from an AJR song to parody the infamous barbecue sauce with my Vine. @noah has also met its titees, which is objectively only objectively
funny. Who are you? Yes, sometimes adults are in TikTok. In this case, news anchor @conflenti turned his workplace into a vehicle for TikTok stardom by managing to lip-sync to Jufu's Who R U not only in real time, but also with a pre-recorded clip that looks like it's from a broadcast segment. Such a
situational lever is a huge asset in TikTok videos, and yes - sometimes it's funny that teenagers have broken down because of the strange millennium of the feed. When Gen Z-ers become parents to Gen Z parenthood from @straight.cheese, it's all about the hypothetically unable to let go of their favorite
slang (and fore-position) long into adulthood. You may favor some others in this long (TikTok) series, but this line alone is good enough to justify the choice above: Jimmy, if you use sketchers, people will gas you, I swear --I'm the bad guy of Puff GuyBillie Eilish is the center of TikTok culture. From simple
lip syncing and dance videos @maxboonch squeaezing door sound parody to the Spongebob remix, the song is so widespread that any snippet of it is instantly recognizable in the app. Does that make sense? Not necessarily, but that makes it a necessary TikTok object. A VSCO girl makes you feel
welcome on day oneT's list would be incomplete without shouting at the video that unquestionably triggered the VSCO girl's conversation into the stratosphere. The term itself is a little new and crawls a certain type of teenage girl, characterized by certain material brands such as oversized tea, plenty of
scrunchies, friendship bracelets, a Puka shell necklace and, of course, a Hydro bottle. Both sksksks and and I oop because of the use, the video is basically every VSCO girl stereotype crammed into Performance. Give me some of the SkittlesModulated audio clips that are the hallmarks of TikTok culture,
and stand out, like Mom, did you sculp over my JUUL have walked so that give me skittles could run. This video has a low lift, click-and-pull animation that no one would mistake for super polished work, and that's what makes it appealing. It is the dominant states of Vert rampOne TikTok still have (unlike
Twitter, for example) authenticity; For every ridiculous clown on TikTok, there's another person in the app showing off something great they've done, or an incredible physical achievement. That's why this video with @bigdaddyankee vert ramp plays so well with the more serious corners of the app. Just
@bigdaddyankee prepares to crash, the action stops. Peppa, what are you doing on the vert ramp? After peppa Pig's recent explosion of internet popularity, characters from the cartoon character began to appear in unexpected places in TikTok videos. It's a pretty simple bait-and-switch meme,
@bigdaddyankee it hard. I just ran a DNA test on Lizzo's summer TikTok. His single Truth Hurts sparked a challenge that causes users to reveal facts about themselves or their heritage. This video @mxmtoon a few wild turns from Lizzo's voice to the ancestry report in a short clip of Kendrick Lamar's
M.A.A.D. City mixed with the Super Smash Bros. Brawl theme. It's a masterpiece of editing that includes a comedy hit. Respect the drop, KarenOriginal sound makes TikTok feel like a creator-driven community where someone's quippy soundbite can find longevity in the app, perhaps one day reaching
the same cultural currency as vine references like today. Respect the drop, Karen, originally created by user @drewbreeeeze, has a simple, built-in slogan - you just have to bring your camera in the mirror to reveal your outfit. The more ridiculous, the better, and this inflatable snowman costume takes the
cake with the likes of about half and a half million. Can I use your bathroom? TikTok's longer format gives that space for something Vine could never regularly achieve: painfully awkward, pulled comedic timing. Just a little too long breaks in the opening conversation with the human and dog staring down
to the beat of the hereditary soundtrack, a lot is happening here. Camera angles! Shipping! Cryptic little smile at the end! This is a 45-second cinematic masterpiece. Sign up here for our daily Thrillist email, get Streamail to get more entertainment and subscribe here to our YouTube channel to get a fix for
the best food/drink/fun. Palmer Haasch is an entertainment and cultural writer. Follow @haasch_palmer. More than 35 couples from all over the world travelled to Finland for the World Championships for carrying their wives, so that men could carry their wives in an exhausting race. If they can take it. Why
can't they answer? Answer? Dirty socks? Funny Contests Video: Wife-bearing championships during the Estonian underwater checker tournament, the winner will surely have to say King Me all year. Funny Contests Video: Underwater Checkers Tournament In this whimsical match, competitors have 30
minutes to create a masterpiece at the European Chainsaw Speed sculpting championship. And it's art: Like one participant in your clot: If Michelangelo had chainsaws, he would have used them. Funny Contests Video: Chainsaw Carving Championships
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